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Abstract Recently, it has been shown that under a broad set of conditions, the commonly
used distance functions will become unstable in high-dimensional data space; i.e., the dis-
tance to the farthest data point approaches the distance to the nearest data point of a given
query point with increasing dimensionality. It has been shown that if dimensions are indepen-
dently distributed, and normalized to have zero mean and unit variance, instability happens.
In this paper, it is shown that the normalization condition is not necessary, but all appro-
priate moments must be finite. Furthermore, a new distance function, namely multiplicative
distance, is introduced. It is theoretically proved that this function is stable for data with
independent dimensions (with identical or nonidentical distribution). In contrast to usual dis-
tance functions which are based on the summation of distances over all dimensions (distance
components), the multiplicative distance is based on the multiplication of distance compo-
nents. Experimental results show the stability of the multiplicative distance for data with
independent and correlated dimensions in the high-dimensional space and the superiority of
the multiplicative distance over the norm distances for the high-dimensional data.

Keywords Distance instability · High-dimensional data · Minkowski and fractional
norms · Multiplicative and additive distances

1 Introduction

Nowadays, due to the great advances in computers, high-capacity storage disks, multimedia
transmission, and compression systems, there are many applications which require high-
dimensional data analysis. One important issue in many of these applications is determining
distances between data and query points. Beyer et al. [4] have proved that under a broad
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set of conditions, distances between data and query points are meaningless or unstable in
the high-dimensional space. This means that the ratio of the distances of the nearest and
farthest neighbors to a given query point approaches 1 for a wide variety of data distributions
and distance functions when dimensionality increases toward infinity, e.g., for data with
independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) dimensions with Minkowski distance. Of
course, the instability of Euclidean distance under some conditions has already been stated by
Demartines [10]. This instability is also called distance concentration phenomenon [26]. The
commonly used distance functions become unstable in the high-dimensional space. Weber
et al. [39] have reported that when the dimensionality of data is more than 10, this phenomenon
can occur. In such cases, the concepts of proximity and similarity are not meaningful because
of poor discrimination between the nearest and furthest neighbors. This instability can greatly
affect many applications like information retrieval and data indexing [5,15,20,40], gene
analysis [6,27], high-quality image and video analysis [35,37,45,46], clustering [3,31,33,
41], and classification [13,16,17,36], and can result in the poor performance of the systems.

Three solutions have been more addressed for conquering distance instability in high-
dimensional data space in the literature. The first solution is space partitioning [8,21,25,28,
47]. In these methods, data are divided to some partitions and the nearest neighbor or distance
is obtained over these partitions. These methods have some drawbacks with increasing the
dimensionality like significant increase in the number of partitions and complexity, and the
performance degradation. Moreover, some of these methods are just applicable for the nearest
neighbor search and cannot give the exact value of distance.

The second solution, which is widely used, is to apply some dimension reduction tech-
niques [9,23,32,38,44] to the high-dimensional data space. These methods have this weak-
ness that the reduced-dimension data may be high-dimensional again, for example, in the
processing of high-quality images and videos. For example, if singular value decomposition
(SVD) is applied on an image in CIF format (352×288), the size of the right and left singular
matrices is 352 × 288. If rows of one of these matrices are concatenated to form a vector,
dimensionality of this vector is 101,376. Suppose that this vector is used as a feature vector
(e.g., for clustering), and a dimension reduction technique is applied on it. Since the original
dimensionality is very high, the reduced-dimension vector is high-dimensional again (e.g.,
in order of 103) and distance functions are unstable for this vector. If we set conditions on the
dimension reduction technique to obtain a reduced-dimension vector with low dimensional-
ity, definitely a large amount of important information is lost and this can result in the poor
performance of the system. So, dimension reduction techniques are not useful for data with
a very high dimensionality in practice.

Since the above two methods have drawbacks and limitations for some applications, other
solution should be considered. The third solution is to define a meaningful distance function.
In [11] and [19], authors have stated that the sufficient and necessary condition for stability of
a distance function is that the ratio of variance of the distance distribution to the square of its
expectation, namely Pearson variation, does not tend to zero as the dimensionality grows to
infinity (Beyer et al. in [4] proved the sufficient condition of instability). With this criterion,
the stability of a distance function can be examined. As will be discussed in Sect. 2, the few
presented distance functions for conquering distance instability have some drawbacks. Also,
there is no theoretical proof of the stability for those functions. In this paper, the third solution
is addressed and a new distance function is proposed.

This paper has the following contributions: In [14], Francois et al. have proved that norm
distances are unstable for data with independent dimensions provided that dimensions are
normalized, i.e., zero mean and unit variance. This paper proves that normalization condition
is not necessary, but dimensions must have finite appropriate moments. Also, we introduce the
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Table 1 List of symbols

Notation Definition

m Dimensionality of the data space

n Number of data points

p A constant

X Random vectors defined in some probability space

x ∼ F A random variable x that takes on values from the distribution F

dm A distance function of an m-dimensional data space

P{e} Probability of an event e

E[x] Expectation of a random variable x

var[x] Variance of a random variable x

c Control power

i.i.d. Independently and identically distributed

DMINm Nearest distance of the points to the query point

DMAXm Farthest distance of the points to the query point

multiplicative distance as a new distance function which is theoretically proved for data with
independent dimensions (with identical or nonidentical distribution), its Pearson variation
does not tend to zero when dimensionality increases to infinity. Simulation results show the
stability of this distance function for correlated data, too. As an application, it is shown that
this distance function has better performance than the norm distances for clustering. Also,
the multiplicative distance can be used in the low-dimensional space in applications like
clustering. A list of symbols used in this paper is given in Table 1.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview on the related works. In
Sect. 3, a theorem on the instability of the norm distance functions for data with independent
dimensions with identical or nonidentical distribution is presented. Section 4 introduces the
multiplicative distance and details its properties and stability for the high-dimensional data.
The experimental results are reported in Sect. 5. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in
Sect. 6.

2 Related works

In this section, we survey the previous works that studied instability of different dis-
tance functions and defined new distance functions. In [10], Demartines has shown that if
X = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) is an m-dimensional random vector with i.i.d. dimensions with any dis-
tribution, Euclidean norm is unstable. Beyer et al. in a seminal paper [4] have stated that under
certain conditions on the distance distribution (induced by data distribution and distance func-
tion), as dimensionality increases, the distance to the nearest data point approaches the dis-
tance to the farthest data point of a given query point. In other words, the ratio DMAXm−DMINm

DMINm
,

named relative contrast, converges to 0. One important case given in Beyer et al. [4] is for
data and query points with i.i.d. dimensions for Minkowski norm.

Aggarwal and Yu [2] have proposed a grid-based approach to determine the similarity
function based on Minkowski norms. In this method, each dimension is divided into k equi-
depth ranges. The j th range for dimension i is denoted by R[i, j]. Let X = (x1, . . . , xm) and
Y = (y1, . . . , ym) be two records and m be number of dimensions. For dimension i , if both
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xi and yi belong to the same range of R[i, j], then the two records are said to be in proximity
on dimension i . The entire set of dimensions in which the two records lie in the same range
is referred to as the proximity set. Let S[X, Y, k] be the proximity set for two records X and
Y for a given level of discretization. Furthermore, for each dimension i ∈ S[X, Y, k], let ui

and li be the upper and lower bounds for the corresponding range in the dimension i in which
the records X and Y are in proximity to each another. Then, for a given pair of records X and
Y , and a level of discretization k, the similarity between the records is given by:

PIDist(X, Y, k) =
⎡
⎣ ∑

i∈S[X,Y,k]

(
1 − |xi − yi |

ui − li

)p
⎤
⎦

1/p

(1)

The presence of ui − li in the denominator normalizes the distances with respect to the
different ranges of the coordinates. The limitation of the above function is that this function
leads to ignoring the exact value of dissimilarity on the dimensions in which two records are
not in the same range. Moreover, since the algorithm is based on equi-depth ranges, if some
new data are added to or removed from dataset, ranges can change significantly. In other
words, ui and li are very sensitive to the number of data. Also, the stability has not been
theoretically proved for this function.

In [18], Hinneburg et al. have obtained the difference of maximum and minimum of
the L p-norm for i.i.d. random vectors and for an arbitrary distribution when dimensionality
grows to infinity. Aggarwal et al. [1] introduced fractional norms, an extension of Minkowski
norm with a positive exponent less than one, to alleviate the instability effect. They detailed
the Hinneburg’s work for the relative contrast for uniform distribution and then extended the
results to the fractional norm. They also concluded that fractional norms are usually more
suitable than Minkowski norms in terms of the relative contrast for the uniform distribution.
It should be noted that fractional norms are not metric since the triangle inequality does not
hold in general.

In [14], Francois et al. have shown that the instability of the norms in high-dimensional
spaces is really an intrinsic instability property of the norms and not a side effect of the
finite sample size. In addition, all fractional distances become unstable in high-dimensional
spaces. They also have proved that the root of Pearson variation is a strictly decreasing
function of p (0 < p < ∞) when the dimensions are distributed in accordance with an
i.i.d. uniform distribution over the interval [0, 1]. However, there exist some distributions
for which fractional norms are not always less unstable than higher-order norms. Moreover,
Francois et al. have proved that if dimensions are independent (but not necessarily identically
distributed), Minkowski and fractional norms are unstable provided that the dimensions are
normalized, i.e., zero mean and unit variance. They have experimentally shown that usually
high-dimensional data that present a lot of correlation or dependencies between dimensions
will be much less unstable than that if all dimensions are independent. Furthermore, they have
shown with some examples that it cannot be said which one of the Minkowski or fractional
norms is more stable, except in special cases.

As stated before, in [11] and [19], authors have proved the necessary and sufficient con-
dition for the stability of distances in the high-dimensional data space. In [19], Hsu and
Chen have introduced shrinkage-divergence proximity (SDP) function for alleviating distance
instability. For any m-dimensional data points X = (x1, . . . , xm) and Y = (y1, . . . , ym), the
general form of SDP is defined as:

SDP(X, Y ) =
m∑

i=1

wi fsi1,si2(d1(xi , yi )) (2)
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where

fa,b(x) =
⎧⎨
⎩

0 if 0 ≤ x < a
x if a ≤ x < b
ex otherwise

(3)

where d1 is a distance function for one-dimensional data. The weighting parameter wi , which
reflects particular characteristics of the dataset, is determined by the domain knowledge or
statistical characteristics among dimensions, subject to the importance of dimension i to the
application’s needs. The parameters si1 and si2 are called the shrinkage threshold and diver-
gence threshold of dimension i , respectively. These parameters are obtained empirically in
terms of standard deviation of the dimension i . The SDP function is not metric since the trian-
gle inequality does not hold in general. In addition, it can be verified that SDPs1,s2(X, Y ) = 0
does not imply X = Y . One limitation of this distance function is that SDP is sensitive to
its chosen parameters, and they are obtained empirically. The other limitation of the above
distance function is that it cannot give the exact value of distance on the dimensions with
d1(xi , yi ) < si1. Also, the stability of this function has not been theoretically proved.

In [11], Durrant and Kaban have shown that for a class of data distributions having non-i.i.d.
dimensions, namely the family of linear latent variable models, the Euclidean distance will not
be unstable as long as the amount of relevant dimensions grows no slower than the overall data
dimensions. An irrelevant dimension in linear latent variable model will only contain noise.
In linear latent variable models, each dimension is defined based on a linear combination of
the latent factors, and there is a special kind of correlation between dimensions. The limitation
is that this condition is not often met in practice. It should be mentioned that the existence
of correlation between dimensions does not guarantee the stability of norm distances; e.g.,
Beyer et al. have given an example in [4] that there is a correlation between dimensions, but
the norm distance is unstable.

In [26], Ledoux has stated that the Hamming distance will be concentrated around a mean
value on the high-dimensional Boolean cube equipped with counting probability measure.
Also, the instability of cosine similarity has been explored by Radovanovi’c et al. in [34]
for i.i.d. data. In [24], Kaban has investigated the instability phenomenon for high but finite-
dimensional data in a distribution-free manner and in this case has obtained a lower bound
on the probability that distances become unstable.

3 The instability of norms

Many additive distance functions become unstable in high-dimensional data space for a wide
range of data and query distributions. Francois et al. have proved one case of instability in
the below theorem.

Theorem 1 (Francois et al. [14]) If dimensions of the data points are independent (but not
necessarily identically distributed) and normalized, then fractional and Minkowski norms
are unstable when dimensionality tends to infinity.

Normalization here means that for each random variable xk , subtract the variable from
its mean and divide it by its standard deviation so that E[xk] = 0 and var[xk] = 1, k =
1, 2, . . . , m. In this section, it is proved that the condition of normalization is not necessary
if dimensions have finite appropriate moments and number of dimensions with nonzero
variances tends to infinity as dimensionality tends to infinity. First, Theorem 2 is stated
which is used in the proof of Theorem 3:
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Theorem 2 ([11] and [19]) Sufficient and necessary condition of instability: Let p be a
constant (0 < p < ∞), and Xi ∼ F, i = 1, 2, . . . , n be a set of random vectors chosen
independently from the query point of Q ∼ Fq, and dm be a distance function. The distance
dm(Xi , Q) is unstable if and only if its Pearson variation tends to zero when dimensionality
tends to infinity, i.e.,

lim
m→∞ P

[
DM AXm −DM I Nm

DM I Nm
≤ ε

]
=1 if and only if lim

m→∞ var

(
(dm(Xi , Q))p

E[(dm(Xi , Q))p]
)

=0.

(4)

var
(

(dm (Xi ,Q))
E[(dm (Xi ,Q))]

)
is defined as Pearson variation. According to this theorem, a distance

function is unstable in high-dimensional space if its Pearson variation of distance distribution
approaches 0 with increasing dimensionality.

Theorem 3 In the high-dimensional space if dimensions are independent (identically or not
identically distributed), fractional and Minkowski norms are unstable when dimensionality
grows to infinity provided that all the appropriate moments are finite (i.e., up to the �2p�’th
moment, 0 < p < ∞) and number of dimensions with nonzero variance (σ 2 = var[|x |p])
tends to infinity.

Proof Let 0 < p < ∞ and Xi = (xi,1, xi,2 . . . , xi,m), i = 1, . . . , n be a set of random
vectors with m independent dimensions. Each dimension has a specific distribution, i.e.,
∀i : xi,k ∼ Fk k = 1, 2, . . . , m. As in Francois et al. [14], we use the origin as the query
point. This choice does not affect the generality of our results, though it simplifies our algebra
considerably. Thus, we have:

dm(Xi , origin) =
(

m∑
k=1

|xi,k |p

)1/p

(5)

In accordance with Theorem 2, for checking the instability, the Pearson variation of the
distance distribution must be calculated. As in Beyer et al. [4], we can write:

var[d p
m]

(E[d p
m])2

=
∑m

k=1 σ 2
k(∑m

k=1 μk
)2 = σ 2

1 + σ 2
2 + · · · + σ 2

m

(μ1 + μ2 + · · · + μm)2 (6)

where μk = E[|xi,k |p] and σ 2
k = var[|xi,k |p] (note that μk and σ 2

k are calculated for the
“absolute values”). Assume that number of dimensions with σ 2

k 
= 0 would be m̃. For these
dimensions, set μmin = min{μ1, μ2, . . . , μm̃} and σ 2

max = max{σ 2
1 , σ 2

2 , . . . , σ 2
m̃}. μmin

cannot be zero, since if one of the μ1, μ2, . . . , μm̃ is zero, its respective variance must be
zero, and this is in contradiction to our assumption. So, we have:

var[d p
m]

(E[d p
m])2

≤ m̃σ 2
max

(m̃μmin)
2 = σ 2

max

m̃μ2
min

(7)

if m → ∞, then, according to the assumption, m̃ → ∞. Therefore, var[d p
m ]

(E[d p
m ])2 → 0 as m → ∞.

It is observed that this proof is free of the normalization condition. ��
Note that in fact, Theorem 1 is a special case of Theorem 3. In other words, this theorem is

true for any kind of normalization, too. Notice that the condition of zero mean in Theorem 1
is prior to the calculating distance; e.g., a random variable can have a distribution N(0,1), but
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for obtaining Pearson variation, μk is calculated for the absolute value of the normalized data.
With Theorem 3, the set of conditions under which the additive distances, like Minkowski
and fractional norms, become unstable is extended in comparison with Theorem 1.

4 Multiplicative distance

From Theorem 3 and the related works in Sect. 2, it can be concluded that many distance
functions, like Minkowski and fractional norms, are unstable in the high-dimensional space
for many data distributions. As stated before, the similarity and dissimilarity functions defined
in Aggarwal and Yu [2] and Hsu and Chen [19] have their own limitations. Therefore, defining
a new distance function that can resist to instability or reduce it is necessary. In this section, we
propose a new distance function, named multiplicative distance, which can resist to instability
in high-dimensional space for a wide range of data distributions. Compared to the additive
distance, which comprises of the addition of elements, the multiplicative distance contains the
product of elements. In this section, the definition of the multiplicative distance, its similarities
and differences with additive distances, its stabilities and some other characteristics of it are
considered.

4.1 Multiplicative distance versus additive distances

Definition Let X = (x1, x2 . . . , xm) be a random vector with xk ∼ Fk , k = 1, . . . , m and
Q = (q1, q2, . . . , qm) be a query point with qk ∼ F̃k . Set zk = 1 + |xk − qk |. The general
form of the multiplicative distance of X from Q is defined as:

MD(X, Q) =
(

m∏
k=1

zck
k

)
− 1 (8)

where ck > 0 is named “control power,” which controls the effect of each zk on the distance.
zck

k is defined as the distance component. If ∀k : ck = c, each dimension has the equal effect
on the distance. In the simple and usual form of the multiplicative distance, we have ∀k : ck =
1. For example, if X = (5,−1, 0.5,−7.5, 6), Y = (3, 2, 0,−9, 6), and ck = 1 k = 1 : 5,
then MD(X, Y )=(1+|5−3|)(1+|−1−2|)(1+|0.5−0|)(1+|−7.5−(−9)|)(1+|6−6|)−1
= 44.

Now, multiplicative distances can be compared with additive distances. In additive dis-
tances like Minkowski norms

(∑m
i=1 |ti |p

)1/p , the distance comprises of the addition of
distance components. Here, distance components are t p

k where tk = |xk − qk |. But the mul-
tiplicative distance comprises of the product of distance components. The reason of adding
“1” to |xk − qk | is that a distance function, like a norm distance function, must be non-
descending; i.e., when a new dimension is added, the distance must be increased or remained
unchanged. In the similar way, in the multiplicative distance when a new dimension is added,
its distance component must not decrease the distance. If we just set |xk −qk | as the distance
component, in some cases with adding a new dimension, the distance can be decreased. To
avoid this situation, each |xk − qk | must be larger than 1, and for this reason, 1 is added to
|xk − qk |. In the summation, the neutral element is 0, while in the multiplication, the neutral
element is 1. These facts are seen in the norm and multiplicative distance formulas. Since
in the multiplicative distance, distance components are multiplied, the value of the multi-
plicative distance is much larger than the value of the additive distance in which distance
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components are added. In other words, the multiplication intensifies the value of the distance
when distance components are larger than 1.

There is weighted Minkowski or fractional norm
(∑m

i=1 wi |ti |p
)1/p , in which each wk

controls the effect of the corresponding distance component on the distance. Similarly, in
the multiplicative distance “control power, c” performs this task but with a difference. In
Minkowski or fractional norms, if ∀k: wk = w, then, different values of w do not affect
the Pearson variation, while in the multiplicative distance (as will be described later) if
∀k: ck = c, different values of c directly affects the Pearson variation.

It can be thought that by taking logarithm or exponent of the multiplicative distance, it is
similar to L1-norm or SDP function without threshold, respectively. However, these are not
true since logarithm and exponent are nonlinear operators, and they can change the expected
value and variance. In other words, E[log(x)] 
= log(E[x]) and var[log(x)] 
= log(var[x]).
So, we “cannot” apply logarithm or exponent to the multiplicative distance. Furthermore, the
previous distances are based on summation of components, but the multiplicative distance
is based on the product, and the nature of the product is different from the nature of the
summation. Moreover, the multiplicative distance function gives the exact value of distance
in contrast to the functions defined in Aggarwal and Yu [2] and Hsu and Chen [9].

4.2 Multiplicative distance and its stability in high-dimensional space

Now, in the following theorem, it is proved that for data with independent dimensions (but
not necessarily identically distributed), the multiplicative distance is stable in the high-
dimensional data space, in contrast to additive distances which are unstable (Theorem 3).

Theorem 4 If the set of random vectors Xi = (xi,1, . . . , xi,m), i = 1, . . . , n are data
points with independent but not necessarily identically distributed entries (xi,k ∼ Fk), k =
1, . . . , m, and Q = (q1, q2, . . . , qm) with qk ∼ F̃k is the query point chosen independently
from all Xi , then the multiplicative distance of Xi from Q is stable when dimensionality tends
to infinity.

Proof For stability, the Pearson variation of the multiplicative distance must be examined
as the dimensionality rises to infinity. Under the independent assumption of xi,k , zi,k =
1 + |xi,k − qk | are independent variables.

var[MD(Xi , Q)]
(E[MD(Xi , Q)])2 =

var

[(
m∏

k=1
zck

i,k

)]

(
E

[(
m∏

k=1
zck

i,k

)]
− 1

)2 ≥
var

[(
m∏

k=1
zck

i,k

)]

(
E

[(
m∏

k=1
zck

i,k

)])2 (9)

since E
[(∏m

k=1 zck
i,k

)]
is a positive value larger than 1. If a ≥ b and b does not tend to zero

when dimensionality tends to infinity, definitely, a does not tends to zero. Therefore, it is

sufficient to show that
var

[(∏m
k=1 z

ck
i,k

)]
(

E
[(∏m

k=1 z
ck
i,k

)])2 does not tend to zero.

var

[(
m∏

k=1
zck

i,k

)]

(
E

[(
m∏

k=1
zck

i,k

)])2 =
E

[(
m∏

k=1
zck

i,k

)2
]

−
(

E

[(
m∏

k=1
zck

i,k

)])2

(
E

[(
m∏

k=1
zck

i,k

)])2 (10)
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If random variables zi,k are independent, then the random variables yi,k = gk(zi,k) are also
independent, where gk(.) is a deterministic function. Thus, the Pearson variation can be
written:

E

[(
zc1

i,1

)2
]
×E

[(
zc2

i,2

)2
]
×· · ·×E

[(
zcm

i,m

)2
]
−

(
E

[
zc1

i,1

]
×E

[
zc2

i,2

]
×· · · × E

[
zcm

i,m

])2

(
E

[
zc1

i,1

]
×E

[
zc2

i,2

]
×· · · × E

[
zcm

i,m

])2

(11)
Set σ 2

k = var[zck
i,k] and μk = E[zck

i,k]; hence E[(zck
i,k)

2] = σ 2
k + μ2

k . It is clear that μk ≥ 1.
Therefore, the Pearson variation can be written:

=
(
σ 2

1 + μ2
1

) (
σ 2

2 + μ2
2

) · · · (σ 2
m + μ2

m

) − μ2
1μ

2
2 · · · μ2

m

μ2
1μ

2
2 · · · μ2

m

=
(

σ 2
1

μ2
1

+ 1

) (
σ 2

2

μ2
2

+ 1

)
· · ·

(
σ 2

m

μ2
m

+ 1

)
− 1 (12)

It is shown that when m → ∞, if all σ 2
i are not very close to zero, the Pearson variation does

not tend to zero, so the multiplicative distance is stable. ��

Corollary 1 If the set of random vectors Xi = (xi,1, . . . , xi,m) i = 1, . . . , n are data points
with i.i.d. entries from some distribution xi,k ∼ F, k = 1, . . . , m, and Q = (q1, q2, . . . , qm)

with qk ∼ F̃ is the query point chosen independently from all Xi , then the multiplicative
distance of any random vector to the query point is stable when dimensionality grows to
infinity.

4.3 More on the multiplicative distance

Figure 1 depicts the L1 norm, L2 norm, L0.79 norm, and the multiplicative distance with
different values of the control power for X = (x1, x2) when d2(X, origin) = 1. For better
representing the curves, they are shown in two sub-figures. The sub-figures are depicted
just for the first region of Cartesian coordination. The other three regions can be depicted
by symmetry. The reason for choosing the L0.79 norm is that its curve is similar to the
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Fig. 1 Unit spheres (just for the first region of Cartesian coordination) for some distances and the multiplicative
distances
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multiplicative distance for c = 1 (simple form). In these sub-figures, the multiplicative
distance is denoted by MD. As shown in Fig. 1, with decreasing c, the range of x1 and x2 is
increased.

As an important point, since the multiplicative distance is the product of distance compo-
nents, when the number of dimensions is increased, there can be a case in which for calculating
the distance, overflow occurs. To remove this problem, the small c can be used. The overflow
depends on the programming language, number of dimensions, and distribution of data. So,
usually, the value of c cannot be determined in advance. Moreover, the multiplicative distance
is not metric since the triangle inequality does not hold in general. However, the influence
of the triangle inequality may be insignificant in many applications such as clustering, espe-
cially those for high-dimensional space [12,22]. For a metric distance, number of distance
calculations can be reduced in the fast nearest neighbor search using the triangle inequality.
But since the triangle inequality does not hold for the multiplicative distance, all distances
from data points to the query point should be calculated for the multiplicative distance. In
the following, we consider the effect of c on the Pearson variation.

Theorem 5 If MD(X, Q) = (∏m
k=1 zc

k

) − 1, i.e., ∀k : ck = c, and zk = 1 + |xk − qk |, then,
the Pearson variation of the multiplicative distance is an increasing function of c.

Proof For simplicity, we set MD(X, Q) = (∏m
k=1 zc

k

)− 1 = Zc − 1 = Zc1 . So, the Pearson

variation of the multiplicative distance equals to
E

[
Z2c1

]−E2[Zc1 ]
E2[Zc1 ] . Therefore, we consider the

following equation:

f (c1) = E
[
Z2c1

]
E2 [Zc1 ]

= E
[
e2c1Y

]

E2
[
ec1Y

] = mY (2c1)

m2
Y (c1)

(13)

where Y = log(Z) and mY (c1) = E
[
ec1Y

]
is the moment generating function of Y . A well-

known fact is that a moment generating function is log-convex on the interval where it exists.
Thus, r(c1) = log mY (c1) defines a convex function of c1. Now, log f (c1) = r(2c1)−2r(c1),
and

d

dc1
log f (c1) = 2r ′(2c1) − 2r ′(c1) ≥ 0 (14)

since the derivative r ′(c1) is increasing. Thus, log f (c1) is increasing function of c1, and so
is the Pearson variation of Zc1 . Thus, the Pearson variation of the multiplicative distance is
an increasing function of c. ��

To show the effect of c on the Pearson variation, the following experiment is performed.
The three synthetic 300-dimensional sample datasets were generated as follows: For the first
dataset, the jth entry of ith data point Xi = (xi,1, . . . , xi,m) was randomly sampled from a
uniform distribution U(0,1). Similarly, for the second and third datasets, entries were ran-
domly sampled from a normal distribution N(0,1) and an exponential distribution Exp(0.5),
respectively. Number of data points for each dataset is 1,000. Figure 2 shows the effect of
c on the Pearson variation. As it can be observed, the Pearson variation is increased with
increasing c.

Since Pearson variation of the multiplicative distance is an increasing function of c, there
is no global or local optimal value for the Pearson variation with respect to c. The larger
c is, the larger Pearson variation. But large c can make overflow. Also, when there is no
superiority between dimensions, the “c” is selected the same for all dimensions. So, usually,
c = 1 is selected for simplicity.

Major properties of the multiplicative distance function are listed as follows:
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Fig. 2 Effect of c on the Pearson variation of the multiplicative distance for different data distributions

• Stability of the multiplicative distance is proved theoretically for data with independent
dimensions and experimentally for data with correlated dimensions.

• Pearson variation of the multiplicative distance is an increasing function of c.
• Multiplicative distance is not a metric. A nonnegative function d : χ × χ → R (R is the

set of real numbers) is a metric for data space χ if ∀X, Y, Z ∈ χ it satisfies the following
properties:

(1) d(X, Y ) ≥ 0
(2) d(X, Y ) = 0 if and only if X = Y
(3) d(X, Y ) = d(Y, X)

(4) d(X, Y ) + d(Y, Z) ≥ d(X, Z)

Multiplicative distance function satisfies the first three properties but does not satisfies
the fourth property (triangle property) in general.

• Multiplicative distance is not homogeneous, i.e., MD(αX, αQ) 
= αMD(X, Q).

5 Experimental evaluations

To provide a practical perspective and check the stability/instability of the multiplicative
and norm distances for data with independent and correlated dimensions, some simulations
are conducted on both synthetic (independent) and real (correlated) datasets. Section 5.1
illustrates some characteristics of datasets and experimental setup. In Sect. 5.2, the Pearson
variation and the relative contrast of datasets are considered for the multiplicative distance
and some norm distance functions. A statistical test is also used for assessing the stability
of distances. In Sect. 5.3, these distance functions are applied to the k-means clustering
algorithm to have a comparison between these functions for a real application. The effect of
noise on distances is also considered on the clustering application.

5.1 Experimental setup

To compare the performance and stability of the multiplicative distance with some well-
known distances, various datasets with different properties in diverse domains were selected.
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Table 2 Characteristics of datasets in the experiments

Dataset name Number of features Number of instances Number of classes

Iris 4 150 3

Liver 10 579 2

Satellite 36 6,435 6

Sonar 60 208 2

Usps 256 4,000 10

Madelon 500 2,000 2

Gisette 5,000 1,000 2

Leu 7,129 72 2

Farm 54,877 200 2

The datasets were chosen from UCI machine learning repository1 and LIBSVM dataset.2

These domains (in order of their appearance in Table 2) are iris plant prediction, liver patient
prediction, multispectral satellite image detection, sonar signal detection, handwritten text
recognition, synthetic dataset, confusable digit handwritten detection, gene monitoring for
diseases, and farm animal advertisement detection. Except Madelon (synthetic dataset), other
datasets are real. Datasets have different number of classes and instances. Table 2 summarizes
these datasets and some of their characteristics. Specifically, some of datasets have few fea-
tures to compare the multiplicative distance with other distances even for the low-dimensional
data.

Features of data can be measured in different units. Therefore, normalization should be
performed before calculating distances. Generally speaking, there are two kinds of normal-
izations. In the first kind, features are subtracted from their mean (μi ) and divided by their
standard deviation (σi ) so that the normalized variables have zero mean and unit variance;
i.e.,

xi,new = xi − μi

σi
(15)

In the second kind of normalization, each variable ranges from zero to one; i.e.,

xi,new = xi − min{xi }
max{xi } − min{xi } (16)

Both of these normalizations are considered in this paper for evaluating the effect of normal-
ization on the results.

5.2 Stability checking

To asses the stability of the multiplicative distance and compare it with norm distances, first,
the Pearson variation and relative contrast criteria are addressed [4]. The query point is the
origin. The Pearson variation and the respective relative contrast for datasets with two types of
normalizations for L1, L2, L0.79, and the multiplicative distance functions have been shown
in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6. Generally, in the simulation the simple form of the multiplicative
distance (c = 1) is used. But for some datasets, selecting c = 1 leads to the overflow. Hence,

1 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/.
2 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/.
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Table 3 Pearson variation for type 1 of normalization

Dataset name L1 L2 L0.79 Multiplicative distance

Iris 0.1770 0.1515 0.1870 0.6575

Liver 0.2290 0.3520 0.2060 160.1374

Satellite 0.2360 0.1825 0.2551 185.1407

Sonar 0.0633 0.0839 0.0605 90.3465

Usps 0.0591 0.0940 0.0529 3.4719e+3

Madelon 0.0013 0.0012 0.0014 991.5387

Gisette 0.0184 0.0445 0.0140 957.0122

Leu 0.0610 0.0512 0.0632 71.9977

Farm 0.3331 0.2569 0.2193 200.0000

Table 4 Pearson variation for type 2 of normalization

Dataset name L1 L2 L0.79 Multiplicative distance

Iris 0.1876 0.1249 0.2082 0.4474

Liver 0.0752 0.0582 0.0877 0.4363

Satellite 0.0692 0.0626 0.0727 8.9320

Sonar 0.0313 0.0171 0.0364 91.8973

Usps 0.1371 0.0617 0.1845 2.3401e+3

Madelon 0.1698e−3 0.1517e−3 0.1782e−3 40.8736

Gisette 0.0658 0.0179 0.1052 999.9363

Leu 0.0145 0.0114 0.0158 3.3364

Farm 0.9978 0.2278 2.0194 196.8006

Table 5 Relative contrast for type 1 of normalization

Dataset name L1 L2 L0.79 Multiplicative distance

Iris 11.6327 9.7512 12.5964 80.8808

Liver 15.3273 21.0733 14.4831 4.4082e+4

Satellite 12.0620 8.5138 13.3936 5.8276e+16

Sonar 1.9920 2.5198 2.0169 4.6922e+11

Usps 2.2544 2.8587 2.2268 9.9172e+56

Madelon 0.2726 0.2785 0.2799 1.8221e+21

Gisette 1.3655 2.5197 1.1384 2.5391e+38

Leu 2.2523 1.9365 2.3286 8.2188e+15

Farm 12.0238 21.1615 8.2057 7.0172e+14

for these datasets and for simplicity, the largest value of the negative integer powers of 10,
i.e., 0.1, 0.01, . . . , that overflow does not happen, is selected as the control power. For Iris,
Liver, Satellite, Sonar, Usps, and Madelon, c = 1, for Gissete, c = 0.1, and for Leu and
Farm, c = 0.01, were selected based on the experiments.

Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 show the Pearson variation and the relative contrast for the norm and
multiplicative distances for two kinds of normalizations. It is shown that Madelon, which is an
artificial dataset with independent dimensions, has very small Pearson variation and relative
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Table 6 Relative contrast for type 2 of normalization

Dataset name L1 L2 L0.79 Multiplicative distance

Iris 10.2334 9.5670 10.3815 31.8078

Liver 6.2574 4.3088 7.4704 51.6420

Satellite 3.5220 3.3442 3.7137 4.2137e+6

Sonar 1.9964 1.2414 2.2035 1.1991e+7

Usps 10.0762 4.3341 14.6986 1.8968e+48

Madelon 0.0989 0.0916 0.1013 6.9734e+6

Gisette 3.1028 1.1234 4.8050 1.3430e+28

Leu 0.9105 0.5016 1.1259 5.3867e+5

Farm 0.2484e+3 0.0148e+3 1.0807e+3 3.6264e+6

contrast for both types of normalizations for norm distances. This shows the instability of
norm distances for independent data. Other datasets with high dimensionality usually have
small Pearson variation and relative contrast for norm distance functions. Since other datasets
are real, there is correlation between their dimensions. This correlation causes that datasets
with higher dimensionality, and their Pearson variations and relative contrasts are larger
than the case in which dimensions are independent (Madelon dataset). Consequently, norm
distances are less unstable for other (real) datasets.

Furthermore, it is observed that Pearson variation and relative contrast for Madelon is
large for both types of normalizations for the multiplicative distance. These results show
the stability of the multiplicative distance for independent data in the high-dimensional data
space. For other datasets with high dimensionality, which there exists correlation between
their dimensions, the multiplicative distance has large Pearson variation and relative contrast
for both types of normalizations. These results demonstrate the stability of the multiplicative
distance in the high-dimensional data space for the correlation case. Of course, as it is
observed in the proof of Theorem 4, if there are data that all σ 2

i are very close to zero, the
multiplicative distance becomes unstable.

All datasets have large Pearson variation and relative contrast for the multiplicative dis-
tance in comparison with the norm distances. In contrast to the norm distances which are
usually unstable for high-dimensional data, the multiplicative distance is stable. The multi-
plicative distance is also stable for low-dimensional data (Iris dataset) as the norm distance
is stable.

The type 2 of normalization does not always have smaller Pearson variation and relative
rather than the type 1 of normalization, although the range of values in the type 2 is usually
smaller than the type 1. Regarding Pearson variation, there is no superiority for two kinds
of normalizations over each other for distance functions. From the relative contrast point
of view, this matter is true for the norm distances. However, for the multiplicative distance,
the first type of normalization gives larger relative contrasts. Therefore, the first type of
normalization is better than the second type. Nevertheless, both of these normalizations have
a large Pearson variation and relative contrast for the multiplicative distance and can be used
in high-dimensional space.

The reason that the Pearson variation is large for the multiplicative distance is that, as it
is seen in the proof of Theorem 4 (e.g., for data with independent dimensions), the Pearson
variation is approximately equal to the product of values larger than one. For this reason,
when dimensionality is increased, the Pearson variation is increased. Of course, the Pearson
variation is also dependent on c and large c makes large Pearson variation. For example, if
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for Farm dataset for c = 1 overflow did not occur, its Pearson variation would be larger than
in the case of c = 0.01.

Another way for assessing distance instability/stability is the statistical test proposed
in Kaban [24] that gives a finite-dimensional characterization of the distance instability
phenomenon based on the following theorem.

Theorem 6 [24] Let Xi , i = 1, . . . , n, be independently drawn m-dimensional sam-
ple points from some distribution F, and Q be the query point. Denote DMINm(n) =
min

1≤i≤n
dm(Xi , Q) and DMAXm(n) = max

1≤i≤n
dm(Xi , Q). Then,

P{DMAXm(n) < (1 + ε)DMINm(n)} ≥
{(

1 −
(

2

(1 + ε)p − 1
+ 1

)2

PVm(p)

)

+

}n

(17)
where (u)+ = max(0, u) and

PVm(p) = var

[
(dm(Xi , Q))p

E
[
(dm(Xi , Q))p]

]
(18)

It follows that this bound (17) is tight in the neighborhood of probability 1 when the
probability of distance instability P{DMAXm(n) < (1 + ε)DMINm(n)} is high. In other
words, it means that for a specific value of ε, what is the lower bound on the probability
that instability happens? This makes this bound appropriate as a statistical test to identify
whether a given distance function suffers from the instability problem in some unknown data
distribution. This probability bound requires that the true Pearson variation of the distance
distribution induced by F is known. However, F is most often unknown in practice. Instead,
we have data samples drawn from F . For this reason, the following theorem is used in which
the true Pearson variation is replaced with its sample estimate.

Theorem 7 [24] Let X1, . . . , Xn ∼ F be random samples, n ≥ 2, and Q be the query
point, DM I Nm(n) = min1≤i≤n dm(Xi , Q), and DM AXm(n) = max1≤i≤n dm(Xi , Q), and
let Y1, . . . , Yr ∼ F be observed data samples, r ≥ 2. Assume P{dm(X1, Q) = . . . =
dm(Xn, Q) = dm(Y1, Q) = . . . = dm(Yr , Q)} = 0. Then,

P{DMAXm(n) < (1 + ε)DMINm(n)}

≥
{(

1 −
(

2

(1 + ε)p − 1
+ 1

)2

PVm,r (p) × r2 − 1

r2 − 1

r

)

+

}n

(19)

where PVm,r (p) is the estimated Pearson variation from the dataset Y1, . . . , Yr .

PVm,r (p) = var[(dm(Y, Q))p](
E[(dm(Y, Q))p]

)2

E[dm(Y, Q)p] = 1

r

r∑
i=1

(dm(Yi , Q))p

var[(dm(Y, Q))p] = 1

r − 1

r∑
i=1

((dm(Yi , Q))p − E[(dm(Y, Q)p)])2 (20)
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Figure 3 shows the lower bounds on the probability that norm and multiplicative distances
become unstable for datasets in the underlying unknown data distributions, for n = 2, p = 1
[p in the formula (17)], plotted against a range of deviation ε. In Fig 3, N1 and N2 represent
first and second types of normalizations, respectively. The reference query point is the origin.
Again, it is observed that for norm distances, even for small values of ε, the probability of
instability is usually high. This shows that norm distances are unstable for the dataset with
independent dimensions and usually for the datasets with correlated dimensions. However,
the lower bounds on the probability of instability remain zero for the considerable range of ε

for the multiplicative distance. This indicates the stability of the multiplicative distance for all
datasets (with independent and correlated dimensions) and for two kinds of normalizations.
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Fig. 3 Lower bounds on the probability that norm and multiplicative distances become unstable for two kinds
of normalizations for different datasets: a Iris, b Live, c Satellite, d Sonar, e Usps, f Madelon, g Gisette, h
Leu, i Farm. It is observed that multiplicative distance is stable for all datasets and all kinds of normalizations
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Fig. 3 continued

Notice that, usually, the curve for the multiplicative distance for type 1 of normalization is not
visible because it coincides with the curve of type 2 of normalization for this distance. Also,
from the figures it is clear that the most unstable case is for Madelon for norm distances.

5.3 Clustering application

For the comparison of multiplicative distance with other distance functions, the performance
of the aforementioned distances is investigated on a real application. For this purpose, we
choose clustering. There are many clustering algorithms but maybe the most popular one is k-
means [42]. If the dataset contains n points of X1, X2, . . . ,Xn , then the k-means clustering is
the optimization process of grouping them into k clusters so that the global criterion function:

k∑
j=1

n∑
l=1

f (Xl , C j )

is either minimized or maximized. C j represents the centroid of the cluster j , for j = 1, ..., k,
and f (Xl , C j ) is the clustering criterion function for a point Xl and a centroid C j . If f is a
distance function, the global criterion must be minimized. The steps of k-means algorithm
are as follows:

(a) Select k initial cluster centroids.
(b) For each point of the dataset, compute the clustering criterion function with each cluster

centroid. Assign each point to its best choice, i.e., the nearest centroid.
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(c) Recalculate k centroids based on the documents assigned to them.
(d) Repeat Steps (b) and (c) until convergence.

A number of clustering evaluation techniques exist in the literature. The most commonly used
metrics are cluster recall and cluster precision [7,29,30,43]. Each cluster can be considered
as the result of a query, whereas each preclassified set of points can be considered as the
desired set of points for that query. Thus, the precision P(i, j) and recall R(i, j) of each
cluster j for each class i can be calculated. If ni is the number of the members of the class
i , m j is the number of the members of the cluster j , and ki j is the number of the members
of the class i in the cluster j , then P(i, j) and R(i, j) can be defined as:

P(i, j) = ki j

m j

R(i, j) = ki j

ni
(21)

The overall clustering performance is measured by F-measure value. In other words, the
F-measure is a harmonic combination of the precision and recall values. The F-measure
is a standard evaluation metric in the field of the information retrieval [7,29,30,43]. The
corresponding F-measure F(i, j) for P(i, j) and R(i, j) is defined as:

F(i, j) =
(
β2 + 1

) × P(i, j) × R(i, j)(
β2 × P(i, j)

) + R(i, j)
(22)

where β is the relative importance of clustering precision versus clustering recall. In this
paper, β is chosen to be 1, assigning equal importance to cluster precision and recall. Then,
the F-measure for the whole clustering result is defined as [29,43]:

F =
∑

i

ni

n
max

j
(F(i, j)) (23)

The F-measure values are in the interval [0, 1]. The larger F-measure value indicates the
higher clustering quality. In Tables 7 and 8, the F-measures have been shown for the datasets
for two types of normalizations.

Based on Tables 7 and 8, the multiplicative distance outperforms norm distances for high-
dimensional clustering. Furthermore, it can be observed that for norm distances, usually the

Table 7 F-measure for type 1 of normalization

Dataset name L1 L2 L0.79 Multiplicative distance

Iris 0.8589 0.8332 0.8662 0.8647

Liver 0.6093 0.6808 0.6510 0.7005

Satellite 0.7240 0.7159 0.7237 0.7265

Sonar 0.5372 0.6072 0.5473 0.6234

Usps 0.6982 0.6811 0.6841 0.7143

Madelon 0.5773 0.5765 0.5784 0.5882

Gisette 0.6125 0.6119 0.6233 0.6659

Leu 0.5594 0.5558 0.5642 0.6799

Farm 0.6645 0.6656 0.6656 0.7565

Best results are indicated in bold
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Table 8 F-measure for type 2 of normalization

Dataset name L1 L2 L0.79 Multiplicative distance

Iris 0.8988 0.8853 0.8847 0.8847

Liver 0.6510 0.6510 0.6510 0.6510

Satellite 0.7248 0.7197 0.7240 0.7252

Sonar 0.5675 0.5579 0.5326 0.6129

Usps 0.7015 0.6892 0.7053 0.7126

Madelon 0.5784 0.5815 0.5815 0.5908

Gisette 0.6119 0.6791 0.6056 0.6607

Leu 0.5594 0.5558 0.5514 0.6897

Farm 0.6656 0.6656 0.6360 0.6424

Best results are indicated in bold

Table 9 F-measure for Madelon dataset for different values of c

Normalization c = 1 c = 0.5 c = 0.25 c = 0.05 c = 0.025

Type 1 0.5882 0.5882 0.5882 0.5861 0.5724

Type 2 0.5908 0.5908 0.5891 0.5683 0.5307

Best results are indicated in bold

Table 10 F-measure for Farm dataset for different values of c

Normalization c = 0.01 c = 0.005 c = 0.0025 c = 0.0001 c = 0.00005

Type 1 0.7565 0.7565 0.7565 0.7325 0.7317

Type2 0.6424 0.6424 0.6424 0.6210 0.6193

Best results are indicated in bold

second normalization has better results; but for the multiplicative distance, the first kind of
normalization has superiority to the second type. Moreover, the multiplicative distance has
a good performance even for the low-dimensional data.

It is useful to note that although changing the control power affects the Pearson variation
and relative contrast, it does not have an effect on the F-measure for the multiplicative
distance provided that with changing the control power, the aforementioned stability criteria
(Pearson variation and relative contrast) have large values. In this situation, slightly changing
the centroids does not change the points belonging to each centroid unless the changes of
the query points are considerable; or the relative contrast or the Pearson variation are near to
zero. For considering the effect of the control power on the clustering performance, different
values of c have been applied on the multiplicative distance for Madelon (synthetic) and Farm
(real) datasets. The results are displayed in Tables 9 and 10. As it is seen, when the control
power changes, until Pearson variation is large, the F-measure remains constant. When small
c is used such that Pearson variation is small, the performance decreases.

For considering the effect of noise on these distance functions, a white Gaussian noise
with zero mean and unit variance is added to each feature of the un-normalized data and
then normalization is performed. The F-measure results for noisy datasets are displayed in
Tables 11 and 12. These results have been obtained by averaging on 100 experiments. The
values in the parentheses represent standard errors in percentage.
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Table 11 F-measure for noisy datasets for type 1 of normalization

Dataset name L1 L2 L0.79 Multiplicative distance

Iris 0.6473 (5.2 %) 0.6915 (5.3 %) 0.6786 (4.9 %) 0.6742 (4.6 %)

Liver 0.5837 (4.0 %) 0.6792 (3.1 %) 0.6361 (4.3 %) 0.6975 (2.5 %)

Satellite 0.7114 (3.9 %) 0.7062 (4.8 %) 0.7153 (3.9 %) 0.7174 (1.7 %)

Sonar 0.5371 (7.5 %) 0.5377 (6.4 %) 0.5308 (7.8 %) 0.5665 (3.8 %)

Usps 0.6525 (7.9 %) 0.6571 (6.2 %) 0.6428 (8.2 %) 0.6832 (0.7 %)

Madelon 0.5840 (11.6 %) 0.5796 (11.8 %) 0.5770 (11.6 %) 0.5731 (0.9 %)

Gisette 0.5994 (10.4 %) 0.6004 (8.5 %) 0.6155 (10.6 %) 0.6548 (1.6 %)

Leu 0.5407 (7.6 %) 0.5416 (8.3 %) 0.5249 (7.3 %) 0.6360 (2.3 %)

Farm 0.5649 (3.2 %) 0.5362 (3.7 %) 0.5563 (4.2 %) 0.5835 (2.0 %)

Best results are indicated in bold

Table 12 F-measure for noisy datasets for type 2 of normalization

Dataset name L1 L2 L0.79 Multiplicative distance

Iris 0.6386 (4.8 %) 0.6647 (5.5 %) 0.6711 (4.1 %) 0.6965 (5.2 %)

Liver 0.5667 (7.0 %) 0.5739 (7.9 %) 0.5686 (6.2 %) 0.5636 (5.0 %)

Satellite 0.6993 (7.2 %) 0.6984 (7.4 %) 0.7006 (6.9 %) 0.7064 (2.9 %)

Sonar 0.5309 (9.6 %) 0.5256 (10.3 %) 0.5260 (9.4 %) 0.5527 (3.6 %)

Usps 0.6624 (5.4 %) 0.6605 (7.6 %) 0.6620 (5.1 %) 0.6891 (0.8 %)

Madelon 0.5826 (12.5 %) 0.5817 (12.6 %) 0.5774 (12.3 %) 0.5780 (2.4 %)

Gisette 0.6018 (7.4 %) 0.6671 (10.6 %) 0.6029 (5.9 %) 0.6502 (1.1 %)

Leu 0.5485 (10.7 %) 0.5375 (10.8 %) 0.5246 (10.5 %) 0.6247 (3.1 %)

Farm 0.5216 (2.2 %) 0.5183 (4.1 %) 0.5438 (1.6 %) 0.5761 (1.8 %)

Best results are indicated in bold

In the noisy case, usually, the multiplicative distance function has better F-measures in
comparison with norm distance functions. Based on the experiments, it is concluded that
both kinds of normalizations yield good results for the multiplicative distance in terms of
clustering performance, although the first type of normalization slightly outweighs.

6 Conclusion

In the high-dimensional data space, many distance functions become unstable under a broad
set of conditions. In this paper, it was proved that for independent dimensions with finite
appropriate moments, norm distance functions become unstable without any condition on
the normalization of dimensions. Moreover, a stable distance function in the high-dimensional
data, named multiplicative distance, was introduced. This distance function is based on the
multiplication of distance components, contrarily to the usual distances functions which are
based on the summation of distance components. It was theoretically proved that the multi-
plicative distance function was stable for data with independent dimensions (with identical
or nonidentical distribution) in high-dimensional data space. Experimental results showed
the superiority of the multiplicative distance over the norm distance functions in terms of
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stability and clustering results for data with independent and correlated dimensions in the
high-dimensional space. Furthermore, the multiplicative distance functions could be used in
low-dimensional space in applications such as clustering.
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